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1. David is updating us on bonfire logistics and softball (first 10 mins) 
a. All set up 
b. Woral is going to help with charcoal (for bonfire) 

i. Will be picked up at hit place at 10:30 
c. Stole cardboard boxes 
d. Fire is going to start 1 hr before 
e. Party after coconut at wreck beach for us and ppl who helped clean up 

2. Softball Tournament  
a. Posted rules (alcohol) 
b. Will print them 

3. Carol event 
a. 1on1 
b. Woho 
c. Next time: have an idea of people. Less people better. Xinxin did RSVP through email. 

Remind by email 
d. Have ppl’s input and what they want (massive email to all forestry students) 

4. Announcements  
a. Email security  

i. Be cautious and double check! 
b. AMS Graduating class council rep reached out to me. The GCC is donating $1,000 dollars for 

undergraduate societies to purchase items in a way that would benefit their organizations. Ask 
for detail breakdown of the items that we would use this money in and the corresponding 
costs.  

i. Couches for lounge 
c. Building Ops cleaning the cage after coconut  

i. For disinfecting rat poop 
d. AMS food drive 

i. Bin came 
ii. Will send digital copy 
iii. Set up at the atrium 
iv. Until april 6 
v. Alyssa get a photo and post it 

5. Coconut  
a. Band member parent’s ticket 

i. C. lounge. Buy at the door 
ii. Tickets already saved 

b. Update on Farm tents/bins/tables 
i. Charging only tents :$135 

c. Bands and (Kozak sound check 5pm)  
i. Can’t go to scheduled time for sound check 

d. photographers updates  
i. Will confirm arrival time 

e. Signs  
i. done 

f. BBQ propane tank check  
i. Ask Brandon how to hook up the tank to test bbq 

g. BBQ coal need to find 
i. Ask worrall, brandon 
ii. Ask Will how much charcoal they used 
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h. Snapchat 
i. 4pm to 11pm  
ii. Just ubc farm 

6. Get gift cards 
7. Get chips for first aid (saveons) 
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